John Duval Eligo Shiraz, 2012
Background
John Duval is famous for the 29 years he spent at Penfolds, where from 1986–2002 he was,
as Penfolds’ chief winemaker, the custodian of Grange. In 2003 he started his own label,
specializing (predictably, but sensibly) in wines from old Barossa vineyards.
People probably expected John to aim for a big, Grange-like creation; instead, he produced
the relatively elegant Plexus, which is a Grenache/Shiraz/Mourvèdre blend. In 2004, he
added to the range the Entity Shiraz, and in 2005 the reserve-style Eligo Shiraz. These are
wines that strive for balance and elegance, Barossa style, and to large extent succeed.
The job as Penfolds’ chief winemaker had two parts. The first was as the custodian of
Grange and the other great wines of Penfolds; the second was developing new and exciting
wines. The stylistically different RWT Shiraz was John’s idea. He recognized that another
style of Barossa Shiraz was legitimate, one he describes as ‘more open, fleshy, blackberry,
blueberry, framed in French not American oak.’
Old vineyards are important for this project; fortunately, the Barossa has a lot of them.
‘At Penfolds, we coined the term “controlled neglect”,’ reports John. ‘Old vines do tend to
find their own balance if we keep them alive.’
Tasting Notes
COLOUR: Deep purple-red.
NOSE: Savoury berry, spice nose. Blackberry and blueberry with hints of liquorish and dark
chocolate.
PALATE: Elegant expression of dark fruit with concentrated layers of berry, earthy
savouriness and smoked meat flavours. Long and intense with excellent texture and
balanced tannin structure.
Reviews
97+ points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown (Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate):
"Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, the 2012 Eligo has a profoundly scented nose of
crème de cassis, blackberry pie, licorice, dark chocolate and blueberry preserves against
an earthy/meaty background of bacon fat, forest floor, beef dripping and black loam. The
densely packed, full-bodied palate manages almost paradoxical elegance and restraint with
velvety tannins and lively acid giving closure to the long, multilayered finish. Drink: 2016
-2030. "
Vintage: 2012
Winery: John Duval (http://www.
johnduvalwines.com)
Region: Barossa Valley
Availability: Available Now in
Classics
LCBO Number: 399642
Bottle Size: 750 ml
Composition: Shiraz / Syrah (100%)
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